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liitroduction:
1. Macaulay as a writer who used language effectively.
i^. Value of a study of his writings to public speakers.
II. uratorical jtyle.
1. Purpose:
(1) To Persuade.
(2) To oonviuce.
(3) To Influence in some certain way,
2. General Arrangement of
(1) A formal oration.
(2) An informal oration.
III. Uow Macaulay illustrates the i)rederting division,
IV. dow Macaulay employs his own peculiar means of gaining attention.
1. Perspicuity.
2. Concreteness.
(1) nord Painting.
(2) Illustrations.
(3) Anecdote.
3. Vividness.
(1) Fifiures of speech.
(2) Vehemence and force.
(3) Denunciation.
(4) milogy.

64. his power to create an atmosphere.
5. Condensation.
6. directness.
V. Macaulay as rhetorician.
l/ iiis sentence structure.
Z, Construction of paragraphs.
3. Unity and congruity.
(1) Transitions.
(Z) Mass effect.
VI. Personal characteristics, as affecting his writings.
1. ;itriking individual traits:
(1) Yonder ful memory.
(2) ii:imense reading.
(3) Great self-confidence.
(4) strong ^jartisanship
.
(5) Affectionate disposition.
2. More general characteristics;
(1) iiis parliamentary oratory.
(Z) ills love of liberty.
(3) iiis logic.
VII. Conclusion:
1. Macaulay's place in literature
2. iiis influence.
3. iiis probable permanence.
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Macaulay is an artist in language. In his writings he re-
veals force and vividness, he apoeals to the eye and ear, he
combines detail with majesty, to sucli an extent that one cannot
read his writings without findin^; the heart moved as at the
sounding of trumpets. Uacaulay proves himself a master of
sentences, iie merits that praise which Tennyson bestowed on
Virgil, "Landscape-lover, Lord of Language."
An exai.iple of this artistry of Macaulay is to be seen in his
description of the sailing of ii'illiara's fleet to Lngland to res-
cue that country from the tyranny of Janes XI. Tliis is the noble
picture:
"Soon after midday he passed the .^traits. dis fleet
spread to within a league of uover on the north and of Calais on
the south. The men of war on tlie extreiae right and left saluted
both fortresses at once. The troops appeared under arms on the
decks. The flourish of truiupets, the clash of cyubals, aiid the
rolling of drums were distinctly heard at once on the i!*nglish and
French shores. jUi innumerable company of gazers blackened the
white beach of Kent. Another mighty multitude covered the coast
of Picardy. Rapin de Thoyrus described the spectacle many years
later as the most magnificent and affecting that was ever seen by
human eyes.. At sunset tiie armauient was off i^eachy Head. Then
tlie lights were kindled. Tlie sea was in a blaze for many miles.
But the eyes of all the steersmen were fixed throughout the night
on three huge lanterns which flai.ied on the stern of tiie Brill.

(The fla^-ship of Viilliam.)" (1)
As we read the foregoing, the stately fleet moving over the
sea is seen by us almost as vividly as though we were actually
aiaong those gazers on tiie Freiich or iJnglish coasts. ilacaulay's
pen is as the wand of a great enchanter, lie puts us under the
spell of a glorious sorcery. The past is alive a^ain witli all
the vitality and coloring of a spectacle we are at the moment
beholding. Time is no longer; the curtain that hid the former
ages is drawn aside. ite are in the Athens and the ilome, the
Paris and Uie London, that liave vanished. ;lfe hear the clamor
of tlie market place, the heart stirring appeals of great orators,
the thunderous applause; we see tlie battle-fields, the blue smoke
of cannon and the soil crimsoned with the blood of wounded men.
Not only do we see the exploits of the statesmen and warriors,
but we are also i;iade familiar witii the life of common people.
"There are they who toil,
And they who strive and they who feast and tliey
liTio hurry to and fro. The sturdy swain-
Woodsman and delver with the spade - are th(^re;
.ind busy artisan beside his bench;
The pallid student with his written roll." (ii)
All these live again in the pages of Macaulay. lie is a kind of
literary resurrection angel, suj.uaoning to life the dead multitudes
(1) History 11- page 374.
U) liryant - "The r'lood of Years."
i
of other days.
Wliat vividness is manifested in the j^icture^which the essay
on oainuel Jolmson closes:
"The club-*room is before us, and the table on which
stands tlie omelet for Xvigent, and the lemons for Johnson, Tliere
are assemblfed those heads which live forever on the canvas of
Reynolds. There are t'le spectacles of Burke, and the tall thin
form of Lan^ton; tiie courtly sneer of lieauclerk, and the beaming
smile of J^arrick; liibbon tap^jin^ his snuff-box, and oir Josiiua
with his truuipet in his ear. In the foreground is that strange
figure which is as familiar to us as the figures of those among
whom we have been brought up - the gigantic body, the huge massy
face, seamed with the scars of disease; the brown coat, the black
worsted stockings, the gray wig with a scorched foretop,^he dirty
hands, the nails bitten and pared to the quick. '.»'e see theses
and mouth moving with convulsive twitches; we see the heavy form
rolling; we Iiear it puffing; and then coKies the 'Why, sirl' and
the 'What then, sir?' and the ' Xo , sirl'"
This description strongly produces the effect of reality.
It is vivid, dramatic. Tliere is a pictorial quality about it
that gives it the characteristic of genuine oratory.
For one of t'le most desirable (. we had aliiiost written
necessary; powers of a public speaker is the ability to create
pictures in the minds of those wliom he addresses. "Things seen
are mightier thaii things heard, "wrote Tennyson in liUoch Arden.
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At least eii^hty per cent of our knowledj^e comes through the eye.
Tfhat we see is remembered much better than what we hear. If the
public speaker can give to his words a visualizing force, he makes
then wondrously effective.
Edmund xiurke had a mastery of language that was seldom sur-
passed. But when he spoke in Parliament empty benches greeted
him. \flien Macaulay spoke in Parliament, the members hurried to
tlieir places on the rumor that lie had the floor. He always ad-
dressed a thronged hall.
'ilTliat made the difference in the size of the auditories?
Burke undoubtedly had many of the essential qualities of the ora-
tor. But he spoke abstractions. Macaulay, on tlie other hand, was
concrete, pictorial, in his use of words. The former spoke to the
learned few. The latter addressed the comi.ion people, and" they
heard him gladly."
And Macaulay used his pen as he employed his tongue, ilftiether
he is writing or speaking, his language is always producing de-
finite images on the brains of his readers or hearers. ii'e delight
in such concre teness . In the human heart tiiere is a longing for
the definite and the real. This longing Macaulay refers to thus:
"The history of t/ne Jews is the record of a continued
struggle between pure Theisiali supported by the most terrible
Sanctions, and the strangely fascinating desire of having some
visible and tangible object of adoration. Perhaps none of the
secondary causes, which kiibbon has assigned for the rapidity with
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which Christianity spread over the world, n'hile Judaism scarcely
ever acquired a proselyte, operated more powerTully than this
feeling. God, the uncreated, tiie incorapreiiensible , tiie invisible,
attracted few .worshippers. A philosopher uif;ht adruire so noble
a conception; but the crowd turned away in disgust from words
which presented no image to Uieir minds. it was before ueity
embodied in a human form, walking among men, partaking of their
infirmities, leaning on their bosoms, weeping over their graves,
slumbering in the manger , bleeding on tlie cross, that the pre-
judices of the .synagogue, and the doubts of uhe Academy, and
tlie pride of tlie Portico, and the fasces of the Lie tor and tlie
swords of thirty Legions were humbled in the dust." (1)
Jesus Christ, to whom ilacaulay refers in this passage wliich
we have just quoted, is in the :>acred writings called "The sVord.
"
(ii). There is suggested to us here the picturizing possibilities
of language. Uacaulay skillfully availed himself of these
possibilities. 4 concentrated consideration of the methods
whereby the great essayist and historian secures his wonderful
effects will be one of the most valuable preparations tiiat can
(1) Essays Volume 1.- page 35.
(2) John 1.14:
rV
be made by the as^^^irant for victory at tiie bar, on the jlatform,
and in the pulpit.
In inakins^ these statements, however, we are not advocating
an imitation of Macaulay's style. As he himself oi^ asserted,
it came very near being a bad style and any one who sought to
duplicate it was courting disaster. ilfhat we are advising is
that a mastery of the ^^eneral principles of his writings be
sought
I
for such a mastery there is an exceeding great reward.
These principles were oratorical ones. They produced con-
viction; they resulted in persuasion; they tended to influence
in some certain way.
The first of these principles which we liave specified, con-
viction, appeals to the understanding. The second one we have
mentioned, persuasion, appeals to the emotions. The demonstra-
tion of a proposition in geometry is an example of the former.
The latter is illustrated by the action of a certain popular
lecturer some years ago, who, at the close of a patriotic
address, took from one of tlie pockets of his coat a small
American i''lag and waved it before his audience as he spoke the
concluding words of his peroration. The response of his hearers
was very great.
In the mathematical instance tiie reasoning faculty is the
goal to oe reached. in the flag incident, the intellect was not
the objective; influencing the feelings was the desire of the
speaker.
c
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uratory of the fori.ier type is coinparativelj' infrequent.
'.Vhen some subtle legal question is to be decided by a hij^h
Court of the land, the arguments of the lawyers may appeal as
nearly to the pure reason as public speech can ever do. .vTien
some abstruse scientific subject is to be brought before a
company of famous savants, tlien the discourse may approach
closely that form of oratory which aims solely at convincing.
An example of this would be Linstein's appearing before a group
of mathematical professors, seeking to prove his theory of
relativity.
The antipodes of such an appeal would be that incident which
is reported as having taken place in the ;iigivam in Chicago dur-
ing the i-y^ional Republican Convention in 1S60. iome of the sup-
porters of Abraham Lincoln, who were determined to secure his
nomination for the ir* esideiicy
,
paraded across the Convention
platform at the critical moment iii the balloting, bearing fence
rails. The enthusiasm thus created for "the rail splitter from
Illinois" in the hearts of tlie delegates was not siuall. Tlie
log cabins and hard cider that were matle prominent during tlie
campaign of ii'illiam xienry Harrison for presidential honors
served the sai.ie purpose as did the fence rails of the Chicago
iVigwam.
iupport for Harrison and for Lincoln was secured in these
two instances through persuasion. Persuasion appeals cliiefly
to the emotions, which, as the derivation of the words suggests

are wliat lao ve i:iea. Thus is the will reached and action obtained.
A true oration does not aim only to produce conviction. Xor
does it seek mei^ely to arouse the emotions. In the former case
there would be tlie fri^^idity and hardness of pure intellectuality;
in the latter there would be psychological riot. Tliere must be
a lian.ionious blending Ol* the two.
Conviction alone does not lead to persuasioii. i'ersuasion
by itself ^vill not create conviction.
"A r.ian convinced agaixist liis will is of ihe saiie
opinion still." In this homely proverb we have differentiated
for us the two essential parts of a real oratioji^ conviction
and persuasion. Persuasion should be based, to a certain
extGiit, u.jon cOiiviction, or it may be as lacking in durability
as the mists of dawii. conviction laay be perfectly produced in
an address; as a piece of ]o.,ic, the Si>eech may be unsurpassed.
But if tiiere is iio assault u^.on the will by means of the Ci.iotions,
the discourse will i;e' icily regular, faultily f aul tless
,
splen-
n
didly null . vl>
(1) The arguKiCiit of the preceding paragraphs is based Oii the
opening of Chap. 12, "Afgumen tation and debating." (.'»'. T.
Foster) xioughton,iiiff lin Co., Boston, 190S. i3ut the direct
(tuotations, with the exception of ihe one at the beginiiing
of the third paragraph above are supplied by the writer of
this thesis. -iS are f.ie illustrations.
c
or persuasion an(' conviction it maj^ be said,
"Lach fulfils
ijefect in eacli, and always thoiuiit in thou^lit,
Purpose ill pur^;ose, ^vill in will, they ^rrow
Tiie single pure and perfect animal,
The two-celled lieart beating, witii one full stroke." (ki)
The convincing part of an oration lai^i.Iit be teri.ied tlie mascu-
line feature of it; the persuadiiig part could be compared to its
feiainine side. The »;iost successful oration will be"a marriage
of tfie liead and heart." Then persuasion is "set" to conviction
"like perfect iiusic unto noble words."
Gicero's oration against Cataline, iieeclier' s speeches in
England duriiig our oivil war, exemplify those foriis of orations
where there is a powerful alliance of tlie convincing and the
persuasive
.
liut there are also orations whose chief purposes are not to
convince or persuade, in the strict sciise of these words, but
which aii.i to influence in some certain vray. This kind of orator
does not have a controversial or combative quality. It is illus
trated by oicero's Lid Age or by liis Friendship
,
and by
iieecher's address on the death of Abraham Lincoln.
IiiUter tainmen t may be the chief purpose of this form of
oratory. The after-dinner address is an example of it. one who
exhibits it <loes not appear as the fiery champion of a certain
(2) The Princess. ( fennyson) Canto 7.

cause, seeking to Make others think as he thinks, to Teel as
he feels, and to do as he does.
This oratory which does not have specifically as its goal
the producing of conviction and persuasion rcsemules uucli of the
lighter verse ivhich Oliver ./endell doliues was so prolific iji
giving forth. iihile tlie poems of uhittier, expressing indigna-
tion over slavery and seeking to ar«ouse t!ie United .states to do
away with it, reveals tlie attitude of the orator who makes
solenui and irapassioned appeals to tiie minds and hearts and wills
of men and wojnen.
That oratory wiiich, we stated, bears a likeness to tlie poems
of ilolmes, and which is illustrated by Jieecher's Lincoln speech
and Uicero's discourse Oii Old Age has been called "occasional
or demonstrative oratory." This lias been described as the kind
of speaking in which " no defined end is airectly proposed, but
-rather a general iiapulsion toward noble, patriotic and honorable
sentiments aiid toward a large and wortiij' life." (1)
orations may be classified, as we have been just now seeking
to do, according to purposes of those who speak thein. Let us at
this point consider them as to ttieir structure. ite find, that
viewed in regard to their general arrangement, tliere is the
formal oration and tlie informal oration.
(1> oears. history of oratory. - page 35t).
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A formal oration has defiiii tely articulated parts. In general
these would be introduction, Main Ar^uiiient, Conclusion. iiut tliere
may be a more detailed arrangement such as Proem, Narration, Argu-
ment, Subsidiary Remarks, Peroration. The Proeia strikes the note
of tlie piece. The Narration details facts and circumstances.
Tlie Argument is an induction from tliose facts and circumstances,
"oubsidiary Ilemarks gather up the reasons w!iich were auxiliary
and additional." The Peroration sums up the whole preceding part
and seeks to persuade as a consequence, (ii;
An inforj.ial oration does not observe these divisions so
closely. There is a looseness of structure, a greater freedom
from regular forms. It uiy have tiie pov/er, ho^.vever, even though
it may not h;ive tiie outline of a formal speech. It is like the
essay in tliat it is not confined to a certain configuration.
Jiut the informal discourse also has definite divisions.
The two-hour speech of x:idward iiverett at the dedication of
the Gettysburg hattle-field was a perfect example, we might say,
of a formal oration. Lincoln's short address that followed might
illustrate an informal oration.
Formal and informal oratory is abundant in tiie writings of
Macaulay. .Ind not only is he oratorical as to structure, but^is
also oratorical as to purpose. He produces conviction and per-
suasion; he influences in some certain way. ile hai^confidence
(2) oears. Uistory of oratory. Pages 3ti and 37,
c'1/
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and aggressiveness of a real orator. ae has the spirit of an
advocate; he has a cause or a person to ciiainpion. lie was edu-
cated for the law, though lie never practised to any extent. iiad
lie entered upon a life-long legal career, he would not have suc-
ceeded, to the largest degree, in arguing subtle techiiicalities
,
but in pleading cases. ue would doubtless liave become an eminent
criminal lawyer.
In other words, he would have succeeded more conspicuously
in dealing with those questions in wliich emotion plays a consid-
erable part. iiis powers, working chiefly in tlie realm of convic-
tion, would not have been used most effectively; for their most
complete functioning he needed to deal with persuasion. ( ,ii'e use
these words in the sense that we have explained them in tlie pre-
ceding division.) iiis t'lought processes were too pictorial, the
concrete and the specific iiad too large a place in his thinking,
to have permitted iiim to work with the abstraction of theoretical
jurisprudence. lie had a certain dramatic way with hiin, he souglit
to visualize his reasoning, whicli would have been out of place,
were he having to do exclusively or chiefly with influencing the
intellects of those whom he addressed in his discourses. iiis
was a continual appeal to the eye and to the heart.
liut there are passages in his worlds wMiicii show that lie can be
successful in reasoning abstractly. Take, for exaiiple, his essay
on Uhurcii and jtate. Xliis is one of his least popular essays; it
is also one in which he reasons more abstractly than in almost any
of his others. iiut even here we observe his ruling passion to
1
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indulge in the concrete and tlie pictorial
#
In tiie iiiidst of the ijonderous , abstruse discussion Uacaulay
must specify and illustrate. And we h;ive that magnificent passage
beginning, " in\ the inorning of Liie 13th of August, in the year
1704, two great captains united by close private aiid public ties,
but of different creeds, prepared for a battle, on the event of
which were staked tiie liberties of Europe," and ending with the
words, "iiy siuiset the Empire is saved, i<'rance has lost in a day
the fruits of eighty years of intrigue and victory. ilnd the
allies, after coming together, return thanks to iiod separately,
each after his own form of worstiip.'* (1)
This passage to wnich we have just referred is alive with a
great vitality. It has personality; it is dynamic. tie note in
it the pulsation of an orator's soul. Tliere is an animation in
these words; they seem to have flesh and blood. iiut we note that
they, as is the case with any extract from Macaulay's writings,
are parts of a harmonious whole. ilis essays and his history have
a symmetry; they Viave been made with an eye to proportion. They
are sustained by a framework as the human body is supported by
the skeleton. Macaulay in producing them clearly had in mind the
arrangement of a formal oration.
(1) l^ssays Volume 111. Pa,-es and '^73,
rf
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Aii example of this formal aiTaiigemen t is to be iioted in tlie
introduction to his history. in true advocate fashion, in the
style of a pleader, he states at the very oeginnixig what he seeks
to prove to his readers. The first paragraph of this introduc-
tion has four sentences. They begin tlius: " I purpose
I shall recount I sliall trace L shall relate."
The second paragraph has five seiitences. In the first of
these he states, "Xor vrill it be less my duty faithfully to re-
cord " The four remaining sentences of this paragraph
each begin with the words, "It will be seen."
In these two paragraphs we h-.we a clear-cut commencement.
They show that Macaulay was faiailiar wit!i the technique of the
formal oration. ue made use of a definite introduction.
In this introduction we are given an outline of wliat he
purposes to bring to his readers throughout his history. tie are
promised definite things. Objectives are clearly defined. li'e
seem to be reading the prospectus of a company that specializes
in conducting tourists to regions of interest. Uacaulay lets
us know the reiaotest point to which lie hopes to conduct us.
He declares that he hopes to bring his history "down to a time
which is within the memory of men still living" (1) i>eath
arrested his labors before he had revised tlie latter part of the
(1) iii'^-tory Volume 1. Page 1,
I~
i
fifth volume. iiilliam*s death was the last thing about which
he wrote before he himself died. Therefore the liistory of
EnHilarid lacks a conclusion in the formal meaning of that term,
iiad the writer lived to realize his plans the ending would have
been as artistic as the beginning. It is fascinating to con-
jecture what a masterly "peroration" he would have produced.
Tiiat portion of the main argui.ient of his History on which
he worke^ is chiefly a defense of the .»higs and an attack on the
Tories; a panegyric of freedom and a eulogy of uilliam as the
ruler of a free people. Macaulay's vehemence and versatility
in dealing witli these subjects, his hearty partisanship, remind
us that he had the oratorical temperament. It was to the ad-
vancement of Parliamentary lioerty that he devoted !iis vast
j)owers as he prepared the great historical work. Liberty he
fervently loved and he entered the literary lists as her cham-
pion. This was evidently his purpose.
The purpose of Gibbon in writing his l>ecline and ['all of
the Uoiiian iJmpire was to destroy Christianity. In composing
his History of England Uacaulay was largely animated by the
determination to help destroy completely tlie doctrine of the
divine right of kings, as held by the jituarts and their adherents.
Tlie way in which he does this is an example for one who, as an
orator^ has a cause to defend and advance. By conviction, by
persuasion, by influencing in various ways, he moves to his

"desired haven." Formal and informal oratory are seen in his
iiis tory .
As with his iiis tory so with his Lssays . In tliem he is the
apologist, tne champion, Llie pleader, Ihe prosecutor.
Is lie writing of )/arreu uastiii^is? Tlie ^reat services he
rendered the British Lmpire entitle him, on the whole, lo the
gratitude of mankind, in spite of i^reat crimes.
Is Milton the subject of his discourse? .lith what fervent
eulogy, with what enthusiastic defence, does he reveal to us that
"old scholar of the spheres."
Is iiacon his theme? ilow lie exalts tlie sublime philosopher,
how he denomices the contemptible politician, both of wiiich meet
in the one man.
;^e doubt wiiether in all literature there is a more magnificent
laudation than is to be fouau in Macaulay's essay on till ton. V/e
doubt whether in all literature there is more terrific execration
than is to be found in his essay on iiarere.
These, witu tae otiier essays, not being regular orations,
do not always liave their formal structure. iiut tliroughout these
essays Macaulay keeps to his ideal oi" clearness; their divisions
are easily seen; iiis introduction, his discussion, his conclusion,
are discerned without difficulty.
These features of his writings are among their qualities
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whicii prove that he had to a remarkable degree one of the
powers of a great orator, that o£ obtaining and retaining
the attention. Interest is the basis of attention, Macaulay
mastered the art of creating interest.
The fascination of Macaulay's pa^i,es is undeniable. Tiiere
is an interest about them which makes the reader feel as did
oarauel Johnson about Pilgrim's Progress; we wish that he had
given us more of his essays, aiid of his history. Charles
Ji dley iiiarner has declai''ed that he is "the most widely-read
of English historians." (.1) When c>cott's Marmi on first
fippeared two thousand copies were sold tlie first month. Of
Macaulay's History three tiiousand co^jies were taken the first
ten days. (2) "lie so arranged his material, he so eloquently
presented the conditions of the past, as to reach a great
audience not Lo be aroused or held by any other means." (3)
So great was the sale of his writings that the largest
single check that had ever been paid by publishers to an
author was made out by those who issued his history. The
check for twenty thousand pounds tiiat the firm of .apot tiswood
drew in his favor is still preserved by them as one of the
wonders of tiie book-producing world.
(1) Library of World's iiest Literature. Page 9381.
(2) Library of .Vorld's liest Lite-Mature. Page 9385.
(3> Arlo Bates; introduction to Lngland of 1685.
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The intense interest of the public in ilacaulay's writings,
evidenced by this check, was due to liis narrative power. Leslie
Stepiien declares that in liis Ulive . his Hasting s and his Chatham
the story seems to tell itself. (1) This critic also states,
"£e are glad to surrender ourselves to the charm of his straight-
forward, clear-headed, hard-liitting declanation . " (1)
There is indeed an extraordinary "charm" about his ;:.ssays
and his ilis tory . "he remains the greatest example English
literature of a man who can tell a story." (Z) iie set out to
make his history as interesting" as fiction. Here we have re-
vealed liis audacity ^aiid his enormous self-confidence) in view
of the fact tiiat history, before he began to write his, h^.d a
deadly and classical dullness. Clarendon and iierivale, nume
and Jrot^e, had written ria'=:terly recofos of Tnpiier a^es. liut
tlieir appeal was only to the learned few,
iviacaulay full realized his desire to make history as in-
teresting as fiction. Tlie sale of his works competed witli tliat
of the great Lnglish novelists, in a day when they \rere at the
height of their fame. He averred that the real scholar is he
who will read Greek Avith his feet on the Pender. To read the
stiff, difficult i;ias terpieces of English liistorians wlio liad
(1) dour 3 In a Library.
J.aells in Living Age, July 4th, 1914,
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preceded him like reading Greek. ^uid liie coimjon ^jeo^.le did not
feel like iUittin^ tlie Lr feet on the fender wlien they did such
reading; indeed tiiey attempted sucii reading but seldom.
Jis 'listories appeared. Their popularity rivalled that of
tlie works of iJickens and I'hackeray. liere, at last, was an ac-
count of the pa-t '.\rhich did not reriuire scholarship to read and
understand. Iii all proba'jiltty no nan of the English-speaking
race has ever lived who has done more to popularize Iiistory
than has tiacaulay. Tiic ^reat sale of "Out lines " of history in
these davs is to no inconsiderable extent due to him, who ini-
tiated influences to po^jul:i.rize such writings.
A committee appointed by a workingiien ' s institute at one
time called oil him. Its ^urpose was to tliank him formally for
the service iie had done tlieir constituents in furnishing tiieia
with a Iiistory wfiich Uiey could under s.tan*!
.
This appeal which ilacaulay i.iakes as a writer is similar to
that made by the ^reat Greek master Thucydides. iie :'ie !iis-
torian wliom, above all others, iiacaulay admired. Tiiis is vi'hat
Fie, iiiiglishman says of the Greek, "iiistory has its fore^xound
and its background: and it is ^principally in the management of
its perspective, that one artist differs froi.i anoth^^-. ^ome
events mu-t be represented on a large scale, others uii liiiished;
the great majority will be lost in the uiiruiess of Liie iiorizon;
and a gejieral idea of tlieir joint effect will bo ^iven by a few
slight touches.
i
"In tliis respect no writer lias ever equalled rUiicycLides
.
iie '.ras a perfect master oV llie art of ^radual dii.iirmtioii. liis
liislory is ^ometiues as concise as a c!ironolo^,i.cal c.i art; yet
it is al'.vays ^^er spicuoiis . It is sometiuies as minute as one of
Lovelace's letters; yet it is never ^irolix. iie never fails to
contract and expand in Llie right place.
"^it must be allon-ed that Thucydides :ias surpassed all his
rivals in the art of historical narration^ in the art of por-
ducing an effect oji the imagination by skillful selection and
dispositioii. " (1)
Reading the foregoiiig and reuiemoering liow Macaulay's
historical method resembles that of this v,'riter Y.'hom he so
greatly loved, one must feel that the xiiUglishman must say, "I
aiii a debtor to the o-reek,"
And iklacaulay is a historian in his essays. Albeit at
times he is a philosophical one. Yet in almost every one of
them the master narrator sho-.vs liis pov.er and artistry. In them
iie is under obligations to Thucydides still.
In Thucydides there were strong oratorical elements. This
may be realized from the fact that Uemos tUeriC s , tlie incomparably
eloquent man of antiquity, In forming his style, concentrated
on the study of this historian. It is reported that the
orator copied the history eight times. Uacaulay, nith tlie
enthusiasm lie had for Thucydides, doubtless o.ves to him much of
the oratorical element iii liis norks. Those of the Lnglish
(1; lissays. Volume 1. Pages 16ii and 163.

speaking race Miio are ambitious for oratorical excellence could
prof itablj'' give earnest attention to Macaulay's writings, as lie
gave days and nights to Thucydides.
A notable quality of both these writers was perspicuity.
It was particularly conspicuous in tiie linglisuman. It has been
stated,
"Clearness and sincerity are the first cardinal virtues of
style; and no nan ever wrote more clearly, i.iore genuinely, than
iiacaulay did." (1) This is high praise. But it is deserved.
If there was one thing he strove for in writing more Jian any
other it was ^jerspicui ty . The Latin original from which our
ijunglish word is derived is perspicio
;
it means to "see through.
tio easy it is to "see through" the meaning of what Macaulay
writes that one never needs to read twice to understand what
the writer is stating. Never does the reader need to be "in a
strait betwixt two" as to what is the thought in the raind of the
writer. Ambiiguity was with !iim the unpardonable sin. To read
his crystal sentences is like looking at an object through a
plate glass window. One is hardly aware of the medium.
"People found that in taking up one of his articles they
simply read on and on, never pu:!;2sling over the meaning of a
(1) Sducation. Iviarch 1910.
1c
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sentence, getting^ the exact force of every statement, and
following the trend of thought with scarcely any mental effort."
(}.) Herein is wisdom for all those wiio seek to use words with
power. As Herbert spencer points out in his essay on ^The
Philosophy of jtyle . the writing or speaking will be most effec-
tive which requires the least amount of energy on the part of
the reader or hearer to comprehend.
here a study of the style of Macaulay will be of particular
value to the jjublic sx3eaker. standing before an audience he
moves continually from one thought to another. The hearers have
no opportunity to turn back, as a reader can do, to go over once
more some statement that is not plain to them. The meaning must
be perfectly evident at tiie time the words are uttered, or there
is certain lo be distraction and confusion in tfie minds of those
to whom the message is delivered.
This is one of the chief reasoiis, in all probability, why
Macaulay used the siiort sentence so frequently. -Uid for the
same reason, it is liicely, he preferred nouns instead of pro-
nouns, ili'ith such procedures there is less cliance of obscurity.
ilis biographer states, quoting Macaulay's sister, " I tliink
the remarkable clearness of his style proceeds in some measure
(1) A. u..Newcomer ; Introduction to Macaulay's Kssay on Milton.

from the habit of conversin^^- with very youii^c people." (1)
Here he t\ou1(1 adapt himself to his infantile auditors, who
speak in short sentences and who have coupnrativoly little use
for pronouns. iiany of his other qualities in writing, such as
concreteness
,
vividness, force, directness, were doubtless due
to his contact with juvenile mentalities.
It was no small gratification to him that his writings
could be understood by the simplest intelligences as well as
appreciated by the greatest. he was unusually delighted one
day on being told at jpo t tiswood' s by a reader that for him in
all the History the;"e was only one sentence that was not perfectly
clear at first sight. {Z)
A reader of liurke would never be abl o to say such a thing to
him. Compare the following passages, the first from Burke, the
other from kacaulay; uoth are referring to the i'Vench devolution,
(tie apologize for the length of the f|;iio tations ; but this lengthi-
ness is necessary in order that we jiiay make our point) "I uish
my countrymen rather to recomi.iend to our neighbors the example
of the British Constitution, than to take models from them for
the improvement of our own. In the former they have got an
(1) Trevelyan. Volume 1: page 170.
(Z) Leslie j>teplien: uours in a Library.
c
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invaluable treasure. They are not, i think, witliout soiae causes
of apprehension and complaint; but these they do not owe to their
constitution, but to their own conduct. I think our happy situa-
tion owing to our constitution; but owing to the whole oT it, and
not to any part sin:^ly; owing in a great measure to what we have
left standing in our several reviews and reformations, as well as
to what we have altered or superadded. Uur people will find em-
ployment enough for a truly patriotic, free, and independant
spirit, in guarding what they i>osses from violatioii. i would not
exclude alteration neither; but even when 1 cliaiiged, it should
be to preserve. 1 should be led to my remedy by a great grievance.
In wliat I did 1 should follow the example of our ancestors. 1
would make the reparation as nearly as ^-ossible in the style of
the building. A politic caution, a guarded circumspection, a
moral rat'ner thaii a complexional timidity, were ai.iong the ruling
principles of our fcorefathers in their most decided conduct.
Not being illuiriinated with tlie light of which the gentlemen of
France tell us Ihey have got so abundaiit a share tliey acted under
a strong impressioii of tlieir i^nor nice and fallibility of mankind,
lie that Iiad made them thus fallible, rewarded them for h;iving in
tlieir conduct attended to their nature. Let us imitate their
caution, if we wish to deserve their fortune, or to retain their
bequests. Let us add, if we please, but let us preserve what they
have left; and standing on the firm ground of the British consti-
tution, let us be satisfied to admire, rather than to follow in
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tlieir desperate riights,the aeronauts of f^'rance . " ( 1
)
iiere are the words of iiacaulay:
"ilad six generations of Englisluaen passed away without a
single session of parliament; and had we then at length risen up
in some iisoinent of wild excitement against our masters, wiiat an
outbreak wou.ld tiiat have been! li'ith what a crash, heard and
felt to the fartherest ends of the world, would Uie whole vast
fabric of society have fallenl How many thousands of exiles,
once the most prosperous and the most refined members of this
great community, would have begged their bread in foreign cities,
or have sheltered their heads under huts of bark in the uncleared
forests of /unerica. How often should we have seen the pavement
of London piled up in barricades, the houses dinted with bullets,
the gutters foaming with blood' iiow many times should we have
rushed wildly from extreme to extreme, sought refuge from anarchy
in despotism, and again been driven by despotism into anarchj'I
tiow many years of blood and confusion would it have cost us to
learn tJie very rudiments of political science I how many childish
theories would have duped usl iiow many rude and illpoised consti-
tutions should we have set up, only to see them tumble down!
iiappy would it have oeen for us if a sharp discipline of half a
centurj'^ had sufficed to educate us into a capacity of enjoying
trvie freedom,
* These calamities the hevolution averted. It was a Revolution
(1) un the devolution in I'rance. aarvard Classics Volume i^4.
Pages 395, 396.
(
strictly derensive, and had prescriiJ tion and legitimacy on its
side * But though a new cojis ti tution was not needed, it was
plain tiiat chani;es were required.
^ The Convention had two great duties to perform. Tiie first
was to clear the fundamental laws of the realm from a.mbiguity.
Tlie second was to eradicate from the minds, both of the governors
and of tiie governed, the false and pernicious notion that the
royal prerogative was something more sublime and holy than those
fundamental laws. The former object was attained by the solemn
recital and claim with which the declaration of llight Commences;
the latter by the resolution wiiieh pronounced the throne vacant,
and invited iifilliam and kary to fill it." (1)
A cOiiiparison of the passage from tiurke and tlie one from
Macaulay evidences at once why the latter writer has had the
vogxie that has been so immensely his. liurke is abstract and
pedantic. Macaulay is concrete and easy and direct. It would
take repeated readings to get tiie laeaning of some of the former's
sentences. The sense of the latter' s lies on the surface and
is to be had without an effort. Of Macaulay it has been truly
said, "liis ijnglish is undefiled. iiis sentences flow like water
over a mossy bed. tve never need to read twice to catch the
sense. iiis meaning is always as transparent as the waters of a
(1) iiistory Volume 11. Pages 514,516,;j17.
rr
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mountain spriiiAi;. " (1)
Macaulay's perspicuity, as has been suggested, is in large
measure clue to his constant indulgence in the specific. iiow fer-
vently and sincerely must he have written these 'W'ords, "Loe^icians
may reason about abstractions; out the great mass of mankind can
never feel an interest in them. They must have images." (ii)
uere^two short sentences is to be found the reason for tiie fewness
of the readers of i3urke compared witli Lhe multitudes of tliose
n-hose possess and peruse the volumes of iiacaulay.
Note another example of the picture-iuaking tendency of his
mind. ae might have written, "The ladies of the sixteenth cen-
tury were devoted students of the master-pieces of Greek litera-
ture." ilow insipid a statemetit like this would have been com-
pared with what he did write:
"Those fair pupils of Ascham and Aylmer who compared
over tlieir embroidery the styles of Isocrates and Lysias, and
who, while the iiorns were sounding and xjogs in full cry, sat in
the lonely Oriel, with eyes riveted to the iuuaortal page which
tell how meekly and bravely the first great liiarLyr of intellectual
liberty took the cup from the weeping gaoler." (3)
in referring to the Uivil ilf'ar of iingland when the Parliament
and the Throne contended, ilacaulay might have written of the
(1) Peter Anton. Llasterpieces in nistory.
(Z) i-issays Volume 1. i-age 34.
(3) Essays Volume 11. i'age <i96.
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partisaiis of the royal and popular armies iu a series of generali
ties. But how wearying, stale and flat would these have been
compared with what he did write,
"The c^reat characteristics of the age, the loyal en-
thusiasm of the brave r.nglish gentry, the fierce licentiousness
of tlie swearing, dicing, drunken reprobates, whose excesses dis-
graced the royal cause- the austerity of the Presbyterian Sabbaths
in the oity, the extravagance of the index^endent preachers in the
camp, the precise garb, tiie severe countenance, the petty scruples
the affected accent, the absurd names and phrases, which marked
the Puritans." (1)
Hacaulay, with iiis passioii for particularity, resembles
i»ante, of wlioui lie writes "iio'.vever strange, however gro tesqiie ,may
be tlie appearance which ijante undei^takes to describe, he never
shrinks from describing it. Ue gives us tlie shape, the color,
tlie smell, the taste; he counts the numbers; he measures tlie
size." iZ)
A second qualitj" of Uacaulay's style, ^iviiig him striking
success in gaining the attejition of his readers, is his concrete-
ness. iiis was an iiitellect that did not abound in abstractions,
lie did not Iiave a philosophical temperament.
(1) Lssays, Volume 1. i-'aties 19-i, 195.
(ii) i^ssays, Voluiiie 1. x-'ages 31, 3k:.
c
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tine or the greatest proTessors of pliilosoijliy whom this coun-
try has known oiice confessed lie iiad thoii^iit so lon^ in aijs tractions^
his mind had »,ioved in ^generalisations so habitually, that it was
impossible for him to imaf^ine iiimself taking a trip down to the
large city near which he lived. ue was unable to visualise liimself
taking the street car and riding to tlie metropolis. lie could not
see himself, in his mind's eye, walking about its streets. lie
could not picture himself goiiig into the stores and making pur-
chases or meeting friends there. iie had lost the power of concrete
thinking.
A man of that type is as much to be pitied as was i/arwin, who,
by continued abstinence from it, came to lose all jjower to appre-
ciate music.
Macaulay's mind was tiie opposite of that of tiiat faiiious
philosopher. iie liad a visualizing intellect. .nien he was a
studejit at Cambridge University that study whicli iie most cordially
detested was uatiiematics . it would seem tiiat sucli abhorrence was
in part due, at least, to his delight in dealing with tlie concrete.
The abstractions of mathematical principles were a torment to him.
Yet he is not incapaule of abstract reasoning. It is his
almost universal iaetliod, aowever, after he has stated some general
law, to desceiid to particulars and furnish actual proofs of the
workiJig of such a law. ^here is notiiing laore Macaulayo3»iue tlian
this, one of hundreds of extimples of this that might be adduced
fc
i\ve were almost ilisposetl to write tiiousaiius" ; is seen wliere
he is comp - rin^ tlie misery caused by bad government Avith that
caused by a bad coinage. ^ao ^eiieral law is ^^i^en thus: "It
may well be doubted whether all Lhe iiiisery whicli had been in-
fltcted Oil Lhe ^n^lish nation in a (quarter of a centuary by bad
Kings, oad ministers, bad parliaments, and bad Judges, was equal
to the misery caused in a sinj^le year by bad crowns and bad
shillings.' {1)
Then he proceed^ to specify. These are his words:
"The raisgovernment of Charles and James, viross as it
had been, had not preveiited the comiiion busiiiess of life from
j;oing steadily ; x^. prosperously^ on. '.(Tiether Yhi^^^s or Tories,
Protestants or Jesuits, were upperi.iost, the grazier ilrove his
beasos to market; the ^^rouer weigiieu out his currants; ohe draper
measured out iiis uroadcloth; the hum of buyers and sellers was
as loud as evor in the towns; the harvest home was celebrated
as joyously as ever in the hamlets; the cream overflov.od the
pails of Ghesiiire; tiie ap'^le jnice foamed in Lhe presses of
iierfordshire ; tlie piles of crockery flowed in the furnaces of
the Trent; anrl the barrows of coal rolled fast along the timber
railways of tiie ivne." (Z)
It is iiot remarkable tiiat Uacaulay's writiUi^s, with
(1) History IV. Pa^ie 500.
(kij uistory IV. Pa^es 5uO and 5ul.
(
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clear-cut; homely pictures of coini.ion life like these, should
have attaiufed their U!i,)receden tated ijopularity
,
appealing as
tfiey do, to "men's ousiness and bosoms." Indeed it would be
more remarkable if iiis assays and liis tory had not obtained the
purchasing response thej^ did.
iiis books were boUi:-,ht and read as those of no other his-
torian and essayist ever were. In our opinion, the chief rea-
son for this is because he illuininates his pai^es with the de-
finiteraid the particular. In a case of tliis kind, at least,
it is true that men love li,:ht rather than darkness.
For in every humaji heart tliere is something tliat takes
delight in i story. dere "men are but children of a 1^ ^
growtli. " And wliy does a tale cause adults to "listen like a
three-years' cliild?" Is it not because the story is concrete
and pictorial? r^^or sucli reasons there is nothing in the world
more popul ir today tlian tht^cinehiatograph.
Its visual appeal is similar to that strong allurement of
iJacaulay as a writer. .that he wrote of the author of x'ilgrim's
Progress is in large measure true of himself.
"iiunyan is almost the only writer that ever gave to the
abstract the interest of the concrete." (1) Mul of ilacaulay
Leslie jteplien wrote, "he has a thirst for distinct and vivid
images. lie reasons by example instead of appealing to formulas."
(1) Lssays Volui'ie 1. i^age 366.
(2) dours in a Library.
((
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This thirst and this method oV reasoning results
in his
becoming a word-painter of unusual oxcellence. lie
is a master
of coloring.
There is a living quality about the pictures which
he draws
that gives the efrect of reality. Observe that
one which he
creates at the close of his essay on Mlton. We see
the aged,
blind singer in the little room. ue sits at the
ancient organ
under the hangings of faded ^reen. There is a
quick twinkling
of his eyes as they vainly roll to find the light.
note in
his majestic face the proud and mournful history of his glory
and his afflictions. .^e can he..r the cadences of
the immortal
poem upon his lips and our hearts dispose us to weep
and worship,
.ui orator who can draw a series of pictures such as
Macaulay
has produced, in .iescribing the return of oharles 11.
to England
after his long banishment, is certain of triumphs on
the plat-
form.
ive see the royal exile sailing in the midst of the fleet
that convoys him from iiolland to the Kentish coast. On
Dover
cliffs are thousands of spectators who see him land. All
are
weeping for joy. The home-coming one rides in triumph to Lon-
don along a road lined by booths and tents. ..'e wee the
flying
flags and hear tlie sounding bells and the music. In the
glad-
ness of the time the people are beside themselves. "The
great
day closed in peace, and the restored wanderer reposed safe
in
the palace oC his ancestors." (1)
(l) history 1. Pages
llo and 117.
r
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I'lfe see the funeral of Mary, wife of ;i'illiam, almost as
actually as thou^li we were present. The ^reat word-painter shows
us the strefjts around :>liitehall palace, where the body of the
dead queen lay, crowed by the laourning populace. From morning to
evening those avenues are thronged. The hearse appears, followed
by the members of the douse of Commons and the iiouse of Lords.
The nobles are clothed in scarlet and ermine. Long black mantles
are worn by tiiose who belong to the Lower House. All the officials
of London are in the cortege. Great peers precede the uody carrying
the four flags of the bmpire. The coffin is gorgeous with purple
and gold. Upon it are laid the crown and sceptre of tingland "Dark
splendid" is the scene. un the sable hearse "a few ghastly flakes
of snow" fall.
The scene changes to the Abbey. The whole interior is blazing
with myriads of lights. The sleeping Mary is laid under a rich
canopy in the center of the church. The sermon is preached by the
Archbishop of Canterbury. i»uring all this service "the distant
booming of cannon was heard every minute from the batteries of the
toner." The good and beautiful queen was laid to her long rest in
the Chapel of Henry the ieventh. (1)
Cotament on these descriptions woul(L be superfluous. They
evidence the power of the language of Macaulay. The wonderful
visual effects he secures witxiout straining or Lurgidness or
(l)History IV. Pages 4ki7, 4;iS.
fr
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bombast. iiis work is simple aiid true. He makes others see
because he himself has seen.
ilacaulay's poMer in portraiture we observe in his de-
scription or tiie features and form of >Villiam tlie Third:
"iiis name at once calls up before u^:: a slender and
feeble frame, a lofty and ample foi-eiiead, a nose curved like the
bealc of an eagle, an eye rivalling that of an eaii,le in brightness
and keenness, a thoughtful and somewliat sullen brow, and firm
and soiaewhat peevish mouth, a cheek pale, thin, and deeply furrowed
by sickness and by care." (1)
Thus he delights to give in a few lines the distinctive
features of the face or figure of one of his characters. Often
on his pa>.es do we beiiold the revived countenances of some of iiis
great ones. This is tlie phyisognomy of Peter the Great," Iiis
intellectual forehead, his piercing blaclc eyes, liis Tartar nose
and mouth, his gracious smile, his frown black with all the
stormy rage of a barbariaii tyrant, and above all, a strange
nervous convulsion whicli sometimes transformed his countenance '( id)
i^'letcher of j»alto\in is before us^ciscoursiiiA of the ( ountry
of iiis nativity, Scotland, "j/hen iie tallied of iier wrongs, liis
(1) iiis tory, Volume 11. Page 15b.
1,2) ui story. Volume V. Page 58.
c
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dark meagre face took its sternest expression; iiis habitual
frown ^rew blacker, and his eyes flashed laore tiian their wonted
fire. "(1)
life are looking at tlie portrait of i^lizabeth iiauiilton:
"The long fair ringlets, tlie radiant bloom, and tue languishing
blue eyes of tlie lovely Llizabeth still charm us on the canvas
of Lely." (2>
Macaulay is picturijig for us the faces of two noblei.ien of
the rei^n of James XI. >
"The brow, i.he eye aiid the nouth of dalifax indicated a
powerful intellect and an exc^uisite sense of .he ludicrous; but
tlie expression is that of a sceptic, of a voluptuary of a man
not likely Lo venture his all on a sinj,le hazard or to be a
martyr in any cause. L»anby was a skeleton; and his meagre and
wrinkled, though handsome and noble, coutenance strongly expres
ed both the keejiness of his i)arts and the restlessness of liis
ambi tionf " 3)
Of John riaLipden's face we see "the intellectual forehead,
the mild penetration of the eye, and the inflexible resolution
expressed by tiie lines of the moutli. " ( i)
(1) liis tory, Volume V. Page 15u.
(2) history, Volume 111, Pat;e 119.
(3) history. Volume 11. ir'age 3 lei.
( i) LIssays, Volume 11. Page 52.
(
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These few examples of ilacaulay's ability to delineate the
human coiDitenance could be expanded into many raore.
iiut his versatility enables him to produce large effects
also. His description of the siCf^e of Londonderry, of the battle
on the iioyne, of Lhe trial of barren iiastin~s, are masterpieces
of pic turization. dis mind was like that magic tent which could
contract to such a smallness that it might be held in the hand,
or whicli would enlarge until it could slielter an army.
As has been said of him, "ilis astonishing power of arrange-
ing facts, and of brin^^ing theiii to bear on any subject, whether
it called for descri^jtion on illustration, joined with a clear
and vigorous style, enable him to produce tiistorical scenes with
a grou^)ing, a finish and a splendor to which no one can approach."
(1)
dis marvelous memory made it easy for him to draw effectively
on the vast resources, which he had accumulnted in Ihe course of
his enormous reading^ for aai illustration exciuisitely appropriate,
de seems never to be at a loss for a simile or a metaphor, or
for any kind of comparison that would adorn or strengthen his
argument. It would seem sometimes as though he had made his
discourse in order to employ the illustration. iiut this sup-
position is unnecessary. "His illustrations are not far-fetched
(l)Library of the Viorld's iiest Literature. Voluuie lb.
(I
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iior laboriously worked out; tiiey seen to be of one piece with
his story of argument. riis mind was quick to detect reseublances
and analoi^ies. ae was ready with a comparison for everything,
and souetimes witVi half a dozen. "(1)
lie comp res the thirteenth century, seeniinj^ly so sterile and
concealed, to tiie wild and barren source of i great river, a river
originating in the mountains. . The supple and pliant iiur^ihley
is like the yielding willow and not like the resisting oak. (3)
The tragedies of xiyron ire like that toy for children, where one
head is fitted on the bodies of niany different people. oo in all
the characters of liyron we see tiie sneering, frowning author him-
self. (4) The very Yoluminous work of uv, Nures reuinds the
critic of uulliver's astonishment wlien he first reached the land
of the giants, where corn had the iieight of oaks, thiinijlos the
size of buckets, and a wren was equal to an Lnglish turkey, (o;
These great tomes that ur, Nares has produced suggest another
compai'ison to Uacaulay^of the fertile brain. To be obliged to
read the writings of the prolix doctor would be a labor greater
tlian that of thieves in a tread-mill, of children slaving in a
(1) introduction to Lssay on iiilton. Newcomer.
(Z) ili^tory, 1. Page 13
(3) ijssays 11. Page 105
(4) Essays 1. Pages Z7 and
(5) Essays 11. ^'age 103,
r( I
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factory, of black men toiling on a plantation oV sugar canes. (1)
One illustration su^^^ests another. After lie has compared
the work of reading i-^r. Nares book to labor in the tread-uill
,
or in the factory or on the plantation, Macaulay recalls the
story of a criminal of Italy who^ for his punishment^ was permitted
to choose between reading the works of a certain Italian historian
and ^oing to the galleys. Tiie history was his choice, however,
after toiling for a time on the books, he decided on what lie
considered the less of two evils, and went to the galleys. But
Nares would be worse than Gruicciardini. (i-)
Macaulay* s pages swarm with illustration. It would be
possible to write a thesis on this aspect of his writings alone.
And we do not doubt that it would be one of the most interesting
and instructive theses ever prepared.
One of the finest illustrations to be found in literature
is round in t!ie essay on Aiilton. Macaulay is calling attention
to the fact tiiat when an oppressed people revolt against their
tyrants, excesses and injustices are often perpetrated. iiut it
is the spirit of Liberty that is at work in tlie hearts of men,
and the struggles of a wronged people are not to be despised and
(l)i:-ssays 11. Pages lu3, 101.
(ii) Essays 11. Page 10 1.
t. 'II
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condeiuned.
TUen follows the illustration. It is based on the tale of
Ariosto telling of a fairy doomed at a certain season of the year
to take the form of a loatiisoiue reptile. Those who did her hurt
dui'ing the period of her disguise were excluded from the benefits
she was able to confer. iiut tiiose who had compassion on her
during her time of humiliation had the joyful honor of seeing
her afterward in the noble and radiant beauty she would assume
and of obtaining from her anything tJiey mi-.ht desire.
ouch is Liberty. At times she may take a repulsive aspect,
iiut ivoe to tliose who wrong her then. Blessed are they who are
her friends in the evil time; there is for them an exceeding
great reward from her, when she regains her celestial loveliness
and grandeur. (1)
.i'e confidently affiri.i that for ap^jositeness , for their
number, and for their forcefulness , and beauty, Uacaulay's il-
lustrations excel those of any other English writer. He deserves
an intensive study for this characteristic, if for no other. It
a;Lds incalculably to hi'^ vi^or and perspicuity as a writer.
lie made effective use of anecdotes, as well as employing
illustrations, to i,iake ii.ipressive what he had to communicate.
(l)l:iSsays, Volur.ie 1, i'aje o\j
,
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iHiile by ao meaas so frequent as his illustrations, their number
is not i'eu- in all his worics. Ae siiows iiiuseir the deli^litful aiid
sparkling racoiiteur. Those gossipy bits of episoiie wliich he so
skillfully iiiserts every noM' and then in the laore serious and
heavier ^?ortion of his narrative refresh us and provide that
va'"ietY which is another charm of his ^rritings. He has mastered
the art of telling a story well. Undoubtedly his conversing
often with children, as mentioned in a foregoing passage of tiiis
paper, was a practice th;at developed such ability.
The anecdotes of liiacaulay add to tlie ^^leasant directness
of his style. "Indeed he appears to be talking iiost of the tii.ie.
liis essays abound in flashes of wit, inparted in a brisk, racy
style." (1)
ilis anecdotes do not merely entertain. " ' are so apposite,
so timely, that they add to the clearness and force of the narra-
tive .
The essayist is contending that trie biographer of ivarren
Uasting should have refrained from excessive praise of this great
statesman of India. It would have been well to a' L r his faults.
Then the story of Uromwell ordering the painter to portray him
with all the scars aiid wrinkles of his face is effectively told,
to reinforce the point that Uacaulay ' o eking to liiake against
the biographer, i'f^)
CD Fortnightly Ileview, Nov. 1909.
(Z) Ussays. IV. age 83
f
Macaulay is telling us oT the great regard -sv-hich the se^joys
of IiK.x.i i.ad for oir L.yre Coote, one of the British generals there.
"It is but a short time since one of those aged men cai ^jre-
sent a meiaorial to ?.n English officer, who holds one of the
highest emx)loyments in India; A print of Uoote hung in the room;
Tlie veteran recognized at once that face and figure which he had
not seen for more than half a century and forgetting his salaam
to the living, halted, drew himself up, lifted his hand, and with
solemn reverence paid his military obeisance to the dead." (1>
A most diverting anthology of the anecdotes from the F..S says
and the iiis tory could be made, reproduced wi y words of
introduction to furnish their setting, they would be of real
value to public speakers in exemplifying efficiency in the use of
this kind of oratorical aid.
dis cUiecdotes add greatly to Uacaulay's vividness. Ctiis is
one of his most conspicuous characteristics. Not often lias there
been a writer who has given such lifelikness to the persons and
events of his story. He has not been excelled by the great
masters of fiction. Everywhere is animation, movement, and color
iVhat Eanerson wrote of the Lssays of Montaigne is also true of
Macaulay. "Cut these words and they would bleed; Tliey are vascu-
lar and alive."
Tl-iis vitality is to be observed in his figures of speech,
particularly in his metaphors. These have a vigor and vivacity
that arecrousing. In a few words Macaulay is able to make us
(l) Essays. IV. ^'age 139.
c
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see as he sees and feel as he feels. There is a q.uaintne3S
about them occasionally that make thera unusally charraing. They
at times show a shrewdness, a Liumor and a homely poetry that
is most appealing.
The avaricious iunderland was a greedy fish, rushing with
tense "ravenous eagerness at every bait which was offered to his
cupidity." (1) Patterson's scheme for iicotland's establishing
a trading centre on the Isthmus of i^nama was a tremendous
bubble. "None was ever more skillfully puffed into existence;
none ever soared higher, or glittered more brilliantly; and
none ever burst with a iirore lamentable explosion, ('d)
\i'e are being told the story of the astonishing increase of
England's national debt, at tiie same time that the prosperity
of the nation grows, iiconomic physicians give a prediction of
death. But, "Again the strange patient persisted in becoming stronger
and more blooming in spite of the gloomy prognosfs." (3)
The morality and modesty of Milton and Dante are coimnended.
"They have nothing in common with those modern beggars for fame,
who extort a pittance from the compassion of the inexperienced,
by exposing the nakedness and sores of their minds." (4)
The range of his metaphors is great. He can find them not
only in the streets of cities, in the hospitals, in the waters
(1; iiistory. V. i^age 17.
(Z) history. V. Page 157.
<3) History. IV. Page ^63.
(4) Kssays. 1. Page 38.
i.
under the earth, but in the heavens that are above the earth.
When Charles the Lighth came with his army into Italy the
governiaents of that portion of Europe "ceased to form an inde-
pendent system. i>ra\m from their old orbit by the attraction
of the larger bodies wliich now approached them, they became mere
satellites of France and ilpain." (1)
It has been alleged that Macaulay had no interest in nature
or science. It is true that his interests and thinking were
chiefly literary. But a careful study of his metaphors reveals
the fact that he has drawn a raumber of them from nature; he often
saw "sermons in stones, and tongues in trees."
These metaphors are not far-fetched. They have nothing in
common with the "conceits" of iionne and his school. There is a
naturalness about them, an inevitability almost, that to no
small degree make Lhem s trengtheners of Macaulay' s rhetoric,
life can imagine few diversions more pleasant than going over the
Lssay s and the History and making a tabulation of all his
metaphors. It would be a diversion as profitable as pleasant
for one who sought to discover one of the secrets of using words
with effectiveness.
As an artist in language Liacaulay also achieves distinction
by his vehemence and force. There is nothing languid or effemi-
nate about his writings. ile displays an elan and a virility
that is very stimulating. 'MlThen you close his book and ponder
i. CI J Essays. Vol. 1. Page 94.
r
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over it, it is as if you have been watching a Roman legion on
the march. The sun flashes from the helmets and shields and
spears of the cohorts." (1)
And the simile might be carried further. Often there are
passages in his works which, with there dash and onset, are like
that Roman legion going into battle. There is no hesitation^
no shrinking, iie glories in the conflict. 60 rapturous is the
fighting for him that we can discern a smile of exultation on
his face, his pen becomes then mighty as the sword of Arthur
or of Roland. It is a literary Excalibur or Uurandel.
To quote Thayer again, "He wrot^ a style until then un-
known in English literature, a style marked by force,by vivid-
ness, by marvelous coherence." (2) This accounts for much of
iiis force and vehemence.
These qualities are but two of many which evidence the
energy of Macaulay' s mind, AnoUier evidence of its power was
his ability to visualize, io real do the events of the past
become to him that he could say of them, "All oV which I saw
and part of which I was," He is like Dante here, of whom he
writes: "He is the eye-witness and the ear-witness of what he
relates. He is the very man who has heard the tormented spirits
crying out for the second death; who has read the dusky characters
on the portals, within which there is no hope; who has hidden
(1) <i» C. Tliayer. No. American Review, Dec. 1909.
U) Ibid
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Iiis face from the terrors of the Gorgon; who has fled from the
hooks and the seething pitch. Uis own hands have grasped the
shaggy sides of Lucifer. His own feet have climbed the mountain
of expiation. iiis own brow has been marked by the purifying
angel." (1;
Here is a most important oratorical quality, the ability on
the part of the speaker to see what is being described, and to
convey that vision to the minds of the hearers. Frederick
Harrison writes of the passage in the Essay dealing with Von
Ranke's History of thr Popes, where Macaulay is referring to
the perpetuity of the Roman Catholic Church, "One can fancy
the whole pai^e spoken by an orator. Indeed it is difficult to
resist the illusion that it was declaimed before it was written."!,'^;
One of the attributes of the orator Macaulay had to an
unusual degree, was the power to feel deeply. This imparted a
glow and reality to his paragraphs which makes them living
things to his readers. And the orator's instinct of imagination
he also possessed more than most men do. This feeling and this
imagining revive the past for us in his writings with wonderful
power. "Groups of men and women who had hither to ' been lay
figures, arrayed in ruffles and cumbrous court dresses^ became
alive at his touch, and moved before us in the very habit that
they lived." {3)
(1) Essays , Vol . 1 . Page 33.
(2) Forum. 1891. Pages 80-94.
(3) Educational Review. July 19;d5.
f
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An example of his vivid effects^ the results oC his emotion
^
and imagination, may be seen in that tremendous paragraph in the
latter part of his essay on Milton. (1) The para-iraph begins
with the words, "Then came those days, never to be recalled
without a blush and it ends with the tremendous picture oC
the "accursed race" of the Stuarts being a second time banished,
Biis passage is genuinely oratorical. And it is not mere "sound
and fury" There is an imposing strength, a majesty about it
that almost moves to awe.
Tliis passage we have just cited is not only an example of
his vividness, but it also illustrates his power of demuicia -
tion, li'e doubt whether there are any stronger examples of in-
vective than this in English literature. Macaulay "was a good
hater" when it came to abhorring despots. The two persons lie
seems to detest above all others are James and Jeffreys. For
the former he seems to have a sort of contemptuous pity mingled
with his hatred. Very often he refers to the weak intellect
or dullness of the last Stuart who sat on an Binglish throne,
ii/e made a list of sucli references, and it was really amazing
(almost amusing; the number of times the great liistorian inakes
mention of tlie feeble brain of the second James, But when his
cruelty, lixs oppression, his intolerance, are under considera-
tion the denunciation of Macaulay is boundless. For Charles
the Second he has less dotes tation, but he receives a generous
amount of condemnation; his lasciviousness and his ii.uaense
{Ij i^ssays. 1. i'age 55.
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selfishness ue lii^j ^particularly referred to.
In the passage from liiltoii which we have just mentioned
these royal brothers are characterzed as Belial and Moloch.
And it is declared, "lingland propitiated these obscene and
cruel idols -.vith the blood of her best and bravest children."
For Jeffreys, iJacaulay has unlimited Uk..., ^^ence. liis
brutality , his beastliness, his a^^-^ful injustice, his murderous-
ness, are depicted with horrible fascination. TJie story of
the Bloody Assizes, when the Chief Justice of England Judicially
murdered so many innocent people, is one of tiie masterpieces
of denunciation.
So intense was liacaulay's hatred of James and Jeffreys
that we may feel that he had the spirit^had he apos tropliized
them, that possessed ^argeant Jmith *Ventiss when lie referred
to the northern traitors during the civil war of 's country,
"A thousand years from now you will sit, pale specters by the
itygian shore, and read your deeds by the red liglit of hell."
Ve suspect that the ability of ttfendell Phillips to call
down oratorical woes upon men and systems that he believed
were wicked was derived to some extent from a study of Macaulay*
invective. iie can cry aloud and spare not. .n'liether it is
Louis the Fourteenth, Dundee the general of alcotland, Tyrconnel
the swearing, lying viceroy of Ireland, the wicked members of
the Cabal, these and many others, are recipients of the rod of
(
his wrath.
Not only has Macaulay great powers oC denunciation, but
as a eulogist he can take corresponding rank. Hero-worship was
strong with him. As James and Jeffreys were special objects
of his execrations, so iiilliam the Tliird and Milton were
praised with an ardor and devotion that is almost unexampled
in history or literary criticism. The great warrior and
statesman, tiie majestic poet and the sacrificing patriot, are
exalted almost to the rank of deities. i«e believe that
Macaulay in his hopes of the everlasting Paradise rejoiced at
the prospect of enjoying there the society of these two men.
Continually through the His tory there is a constant refer-
ence to tlie noble qualities of William. It appears that
Macaulay feels language is inadequate for expressing his ad-
miration for the chief figure in the English Revolution,
ilis shrewdness, his patience, his wisdom, his truthfulness,
his humanity, his courage ^ these and many other (lualities,
make a constellation. He feels that as he portrays William
he can say, "Behold a man."
Macaulay 's regard for Milton amounts almost to idolatry.
If possible, it exceeds that which lie holds for lYilliam. For
iVilliam cared nothing for literature, and of course, produced
nothing that lives in books. Milton, in addition to being a
patriot and a lover of liberty, as was William, created master-
pieces that shall endvire as long as the language. Therefore
(1
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Macaulay, the literateur^ feels for him an enthusiasm that is
akin to adoration, It was fitting that the first of Macaulay's
Sssays given to the world dealt with the person who was first
in his esteem, of whom he writes in the closing of that Lssay
"The sight of his books, the sound of his name, are refreshing
to us. iiis thoughts resemble those celestial fruits and flowers
which the Virgin Mary of Massinger sent down from the Gardens
of Paradise to the earth, distinguished from the productions
of other soils, not only by their superior bloom and sweetness
but by their miraculous efficacy to invigorate and heal."
To a lesser degree Cromwell and iiampden are men who occupy
an exalted place in Macaulay's i-antheon. iiampden is flawless;
Cromwell is a wonderful man, but not as good as he is great,
as was iiampden. There are blemishes. iiut unstinted is the
admiration that he feels for the Lord iiigh Protector.
As a panegyrist Macaulay betrays passionate enthusiasm for
those men who represent "whatsoever things are true, whatsoever
things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever tliings
are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are
of good report." (1)
iiero-wor ship with Macaulay as the object, is easy for those
who love to see beauty and strength in the employment of words.
Tliere is a power at times about his language. A power to
create an atmos^phere which causes us to "wonder with great ad-
(1) Philippians 1.8.
(I
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iniration.' In his descriptions of natural scenery he shows
the power of words lo convey something subtler than their mere
meaning. jlflio that has read his description of the pass of
Glencoe, "the most dreary and melancholy of all the Scottish
passes" can ever forget the "mysterious horror" of that accursed
region (1> The picture of the tiny town of Kenmare in Ireland,
with its lovely landscape and pleasing natural resources, make
an effect on the mind of the reader that is not that which
comes from the words of a mere chronicler. ('^)
By a kind of literary magic we are transported to battle-
fields of Europe, to the teeming, gorgeous cities of India
and to the sunny plains of Italy, and feel the spirit of those
places. This is literary power of the highest kind. And
Macaulay has it in the highest degree.
And he can also create an atmosphere with interiors.
Witness his portrayal of the trial of ./arren Hastings at West-
minster, iiere in a remarkable fashion does Macaulay achieve
the effect of a masterpiece of painting. iiis atmosphere is
perfect.
Securing such effects means that he must possess certain
powers of amplification. But also he has powers of compression
Thackeray wrote of him, "lie read twenty books to write a sen-
tence; he travels miles to make a line of description." (3)
U> history. IV. Pages 153 andl54.
{Z) History. 111. Page 108
(3; quoted in iias terpieces of history. Peter Anton.
(.
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"iie made a journey from London to Glencoe that he might write
a little more than a dozen sentences." (1)
He can take many pages for the events oT a Few hours or
days. In a few sentences he can sum up the happenings of
months or years.
And he has the ability to summarize the contents of a
book in the space of a page or two, omitting not a thin^ of
any impot^tance. Uis beautiful and dynamic condeHsation of
Pilgrim* s Proi-,ress is a case in point. It has the attractive-
ness of a sweet and noble picture; it has the accuracy of a
map. Note but two paragraphs:
"ilience we go on oy the little hill of the silver
mine, and through the meadow of lilies, alon^ the bank of that
pleasant river which is bordered on ooth sides by fruit trees.
On the left side brandies off the patli leading to that horrible
castle, the court-yard of Avliich is paved witli tiie skulls of pil-
grims; and right onward are the sheepfolds and orchards of the
L»elec table Mountains.
" i^Vom^i^electable Idountains, the way lies through tlie
fogs and briers of the Liiichanted iiround, with here and there
a bed of soft cushions spread under a green arbor. And beyond
is the land of Beulah, wliere the floners, the grapes, and the
(1) Masterpieces of iii=!tory.
r1
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songs of birds never cease, and wliere the sun shines ni^^ht and
day. Thence are .jlainly seen the golden paveiuents and streets
of pearl, on the other side of tliat black river over Avhich there
is no bridge," (1)
In addition to this ^lift for condensation and summarization he
also possess a talent for directness. Tliis is an oratorical
quality notable iii iuacaulay. Maiiy writers seem to make it their
policy to stand aloof from tlieir readers, froi.i a mistaken idea,
possibly, of the di^^nity wiiicli it is incumbent upon them to main-
tain. But not such a one is he. Tliere is a conversational form
about his works that make them most delightful.
he was one of the greatest conversationalists who ever lived,
lie could talk for hours upon any subject, and would appear at the
close of such conversation as fresh and enthusiastic as thougVi he
had just started. There is a spontaneity auout iiis writings wnich
makes tiiem as fascinating as tjie talk of a racy after-dinner
speaker. And yet iiacaulay does not become "familiar" obtrusive
or vulgar.
iVhat was Avritten of the oratory of .iendell Phillips is also
true of the writings of i-iacaulay: "une by one, without hesitation
or artificial elocution his words caiie as in dignified conversation
with the multitude before me." (^)
(1) Lssays, 1. i-age 356.
(2j :jears. nistory of uratory. aicott i>oresman and Co. 1903.
r
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Tlie matter for this thesis which we have collected with ^reat
carefulness and labor is easily sufficient to make a book of re-
spectable size, iiut conscious tliat there are limits to a paper
of this kind, and averse to being ^luilty of the same Taiilts which
of
Dr. Nares conmiitted, ^liie appalling bulk of Avhose writin^^s liacaulay
wrote so reproachfully, we shall, in writing tiie remainder of our
thesis^ eiideavor to imitate in some degree the condensation which
Uacaulay could on occasion dis^ilay.
This condensation is part of the evidence tiiat he was a
rhetorician. Of Macaulay's Uilloii .I'.J. oourthoije wrote, "It
contains passages of striking eloquence; it shows him to be a
past master in the art oC creating literary effects, such as the
artistic arrangement of subject matter, tiie concentration of in-
terest on a few leadiiig points, the subtle inter-relation of para-
gra^Mis, and eveii the epigraiimiatic sequejice of sen tences . " ( 1
)
A. ii. Japp refers to his "simplicity of language, clear-cut
sentences, and paragraphs which were polished as diamonds are
polished, to reflect light from many facets-." (2)
And i^Verierick dirrison's testimony is, "Kow iiacaulay was a
rhetorician, a consui.imate rhetorician, who wrote ponerful invec-
tive or panegyrics. nis massive rlietoric is seen in his chi^^eled
CDl-'roceedings of the iiritish Academy. lti07-19uS.
(^) Introduc tion to "Lssays on ken and liooks''
{
U i^' —
,)Iirase uin above all in liis ilazzlia^ proiusion oT liLer-ary illus-
tration, ir it iras oratory^ it wis oratory of enonaous reading,
inexhaustible laemory anil, of consummate si.ill in Liie use oi* u'ords."
(1)
Aiaong tiie ancient Jreeks the study oC oratory and rhetoric
^Aere one and tiie same thing. The words are not synonoiaous today,
liut in the works oT Aiacaulay the two meet a ^a in
.
" ir to write witii wariath oi love or adiiiiration for
things warmly loved or admired is to be a rhetorical, then Uacau-
lay is humanly and iiobly rhetorical. If to express magniloquently
a warmth not really felt, or to deck a i'eeble sentiment with rounded
and empty periods is to be rhetorical, Lhen Macaulaj^ is untouched
by the accnsa tioa. "
iiiacaulay may claim lo be a riietorician in tlje favorable use of
tJiat term in t!iat he used language colorfully, forcefully, clearly,
and eXj,*ress Ively . lie feel his sincerety and hi^ ardor, his ^ias^ion
for liberty and his hatred for tyrajuiy. Ue makes us rejoice u''ien
lie rejoices; he causes us to weep when he weeps. .Uid tiiis is r!ie-
toric at its best.
A distinguishing trait of tiie mechanics of his rhetoric is the
short sentence. joiae years ago I recall learning that there was a
coiiceiitratcd examination of iiis sentences, and that it was fou;id
(1) i-'orum. Pages 8<ii(»-Di:, 1891.
(;2)Liducational ilevicw July 19*^5.
(
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tliat tliey averaged tn-enty-seveii words ia leut^tli. Tlriis sliortuess
has n'itiiout doubt coii Li'ii^ei t,ed i.iucli to his ^o^ulurity as a ivriter.
de could MTite very long- geiiteiices; l.ut tliey are not frerj^ueut.
Uis sho-^t sen^ejice - lO t ^-,ive aii unpleasant staccato effect to
his -vritins^/ because he understood the art of ii.iparting to them
a cortiin rhythm, so tiiat they are "in time" and do not offend
the ears of readers.
.vu interesting Sijeciiaen of his short sentence is to ije found
in tio fir:^t C'la^jter of his liis tory
;
he is writing of the prero-
gatives of the king of England. "The spirit of reli^^ion, and the
spirit of chivalry, coiicurred to exalt his divinity. The sacred
oil had been poured on his liead. it was no i -ispara^i^ejien t to the
bravest and noblest kni^;,hts to kneel at his feet. iiis person was
inviolable. xi.e alone was entitled to coiivoke the estates of the
realni. de could at his pleasure dismiss theia; and liis assent
was necessary to -ll their legislative acts." (1)
dere we observe "the blunt, unqualified statement of one
thing at a titie. he v;ould, apparently, i.iuch rather repeat a
subject and use two senteiices tiian connect his verbs." i,^)
The short sentence i=5 adinirably adapted for public speech.
People listening must ^et what is stated at the time the words
are uttered; these hearers cannot turn back at tieir leisure, as
(1) history 1. Pa^es 2.2., .
(*:) Introduction to L.ssays on idilton. A. G.Xewcomer
.
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eliminated. There is a beautiful com^jle teness about them.
Take tlie first paragraph of the Lssay on Mil ton . lii its
first sentence wc find the word "manuscript." In tJie fourth
sentence of this paragraph the same word occurs. In tlie seventh
ano last sentence of tlie paragraph it appears the tiiird time.
Evidently the passage deals Avitii the subject of a mani-iscript
.
juch an integral method we find throughout Macaulay's writings in
the construction of his paragraphs.
Not only do liis paragraphs have value as studies in unity.
They also are valuable examples of effective climaxes. He cunningly
makes use of the principle of waiting until the end of his para-
gra^ih to write tlie most powerful sentences, thus leaving on the
mind of tlie reader the impression that there can be no other way of
looking at the subject under consideration than the way he has done,
in this concluding sentence of the paragraph will be a resonant
suimning up of all t lose that have preceded,
Macaulay's succession of long and short paragraphs is an ex-
ample of the law of rhythm. 1 do not think that he does it alto-
gather from premeditation. It is the manifestation of his oratori-
cal instincts, the systole and diastole of the soul of a great
public speaker.
UTiat was written concerning the unity and congruity of his
paragraphs is also true of his compositions as a wliole. They
cohere. They are coalesced into a beautiful homogeneity. .le
(r
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had almost said, organism, tliinking of tlie words of Paul the
Apostle as applied to the human body. "The body i.s one and hath
many members." (,1> There is a pleasing variety about Macaulay
the Rhetorician, but it is a variety that is built about a central
thought. "Most frequently it (his unity) takes the form of an
expansion of topic to be announced only at the last'.'(ii).
"Two faculties of l>iacaulay*s mind that set liis work far apart
from other work in tlie same field are the faculties of organization
and illustration. he shows things in their right relation, and he
knows how to make others see them tims. ue never thrusts minor de-
tails into the foreground. In all great and successful literary
work organization is nine-tenths of the labor." (3)
"This faculty of organizatioii shows itself in what we techni-
cally name structure. And logical and rhetorical structure may be
studied at their very best in his work. iiis essays are perfect units
made up of many p.arts, systems within systems, that play together
without clog or friction. You can take them apart like a watch and.
put them together again. But try to re-arrange the parts, and t.he
mechanism is spoiled." (4)
(1) l.Cor. ia:ia.
A.u. Newcomer. introduction Lo Macaulav's ijssay on Milton.
(3) ibid.
(4; ibid.
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The transitions oC Macaulay are devised with cunning. He
deliglits in digression, albeit a digression that is not violently
i
at variance to his narrative. u'hen he has indulged this propen-
sity, he comes back to his primal topic oy the u ^e oi' the law of
association of ideas. It is so unobtrusively, so quietly done,
that one is hardly aware of tlie brief stepping for a time out of
the main highway of the narrative.
Xhis quality, together with the fact that all tlie roads of
his compos tion lead to the main idea, give a mass effect tlria t is
very great. in the description of the trial of .i/arren ilastings
everything conduces to the general impression of majesty and dig-
nity aiid of a dramatic situation. iiis description of the Puritans
in Mil ton is another exaiiiple • The story of tiilliam's sailing
from Holland to save England from the tyrannj^ of the otuarts is a
third. Macaulay has a keen eye for detail, buL he always remembers
so to arrange his details that tliey together j,ive the effect of a
splendid mosaic.
The effect of hi - style as a wliole is the result of his
striking iiidividuality . "The style is the man." Particularly are
these words true a[* hiiii. iiis personal characteristics affected his
writings to a marked extent. Among these characteristics was his
remarkable iiieiiory. It is literally true tiiat he remembered every-
thing, had all copies of i^argdise Log
t
in tiie world been destroyed
it is probable that lie would liave been able to reproduce it from
J
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memory. Ue was once challenged to repeat off hand the names of
all the Archbishops of Canterbury. iie was able to accept the
I
challenge successfully, giving the list backward. lie seems to
have known by heart all of that inmiense novel of which iir Charles
Grandison is the hero.
ilis reading was as great as his memory. He read constantly,
omniverously
,
enthusiastically. I should estimate that the num-
ber of books he read during his life-time would, on a conserva-
tive calculation, be at least a hundred and fifty thousand. I
am not referring to those books he merely "turned over" as iiis
phrase is, or, as we should put it, "sketched'.'" I have in mind
those volumes that he really read. iie took three thousand books
with him to India.- These were but a part of what he perused
during his sojourn there. iie read in the morning at his toilet;
he read as he walked the streets of London; he read on his
travels. "Ue read books faster than other people skimmed then,
and skiumied them as fast as anyone could turn the pages." (1)
This vast reading meant that he had resources of illustra-
tion and allusion on which to draw that are denied other men.
In fact his writings sometimes are as heavy as cloth of gold
with the riches of his reading; and since he often assumes that Itis
<s,are as conversant with literature and Iiistory as he is, there is
(.1) idasters in iiistory. iL^eter Anton.
(
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often a bewilderment that his reader feels at the multitudinous
references^ many of wliic'i are familiar to hira.
But oii the whole uis vasl> knowledge adds mightily to hi:>
power as a writer; he possessed that ability to organize his fact
and bring them tOf^ether^ like a general directing his brigades
during a babtle^ to that point of greatest importance.
U.C had an unsurpassed familiarity with the Bible; his pages
abound with allusions to it. It is doubtful whether the most
learned theologian was ever able to apply scripture so aptly aiid
so abundantly as iiacaulay did.
This acc^uaintance with the jiacred writings began in his
childhood. './hen but a tiny boy, he had built a mound of oyster
shells in the garden of his home. A maidservant had taken this
away or disturbed it. In his infantile indignation he pronounced
this malediction upon her, "Cursed be ially for she hath removed
the ancient landmark." (1)
At this period of his life he had the habit of affixing
Bible names to various callers at his home, to the annoj'^ance of
his parents. One of these callers was a man who for some reason
incurred the little boy's dislike, and who was dubbed by him,
"Tlie Beast" with reference to the metaphor in the Apocalypse of
:>aint John the Li^vine. One day "The Beast" had been at the Mac-
aulay domicile. As his cab v/as leaving, the young aicripture
student, standing at the window and looking outside, called
(1) ^ee A^ov, *ii,2S.
(
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excitedly to one of the household, "Gome iiere; look; it is the
number of the "Beast'.'" Tlie number of the cab was six hundred
and sixty six. (1>
A striking individual trait, in addition to his great memory
and his wide reading, is his immense self-confidence,
Macaulay is very sure of himself. It is our belief that one
of his favorite icripture verses was, "Let every man be fully
iDersuaded in his own mind, (d) Someone said of him, "I wish I
^
could be as sure of one thing as Macaul^ is of everything."
There is no hesitation, no doubt, about the conclusions he has
reached, or his manner of reaching them. "iPositiveness, self-
confidence is written all over his work. He has defined truth
from falsehood, right from wrong, good from evil. Everything
could be defined from everything else, labelled and pigeonholed."
(3)
Such self-assurance is an or<ttorical asset. If one does not
believe in himself, how will he make others believe in him? Let
a public speaker come before his audience with an attitude of
uncertainty toward his subject, and his hearers will give him
scant attention. Macaulay coimiiands (almost demands, sometimes)
the attention of his readers by his faith in his message. "With-
in his own sphere he goes forward as he went through life, with
a kind of great confidence in himself and his cause, which is
(1) See Rev. 13. IS.
(2) Romans 14. 5.
(.3) Newcomer. Introduction to Macaulay' s Milton.
(I
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attractive." (1)
Still another personal characteristic was his strong part-
isansliip, his zealous espousal of a cause, of his devoted adiier;^
ance to a person. Uacaulay reveals more of the fervor of an
advocate than the calmness of a judge. At times he reveals a
certain judicial attitude of mind. An instance of this is seen
in his essay on Von Ranke's iiistory of the Popes . Here Macaulay,
an earnest Protestarxt, is able to consider the Catholic Church
with impartiality and give her credit for excellencies and
achievements that an altogether intolerant spirit would never
have done.
But as a rule he cannot be neutral. His strong, positive
temper^inent lays upon him the necessity of taking sides; and he
must take sides with vehemence, with all his mind and heart and
soul and strength. Ue will be a hero-worshi^jper ; he cannot
avoid being the ardent champion of a cause or a party. And he
can be tremendous, almost terrific, in his denunciation of a bad
man or of a wrong system.
V/hen he makes up his mind that a man who has been considered
by the majority of people a wicked person is in reality not the
monster that he has been painted, he shows the genius of a great
criralaal lawyer in defending such a one against attacks from all
sides. .Witness his pQi^liations of the iniquities of Machiavelli,
of Clive, and of iias tings, in his essaya dealing with those men.
(Ij Leslie i>tephen. iiours in a Library.
(I
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Skillfully he softens down the awful blackness in their careers;
he almost has the ability of making the worse appear the better
reason.
ile is obliged to adiait that his chief hero, '.»illiam the Tliird,
is not perfect. riie marital infidelties of this king, with
Eliz^-beth Villers as "correspondent" he perforce recounts. But
there is a dis^;osition to deal rather lightly with such irregular-
ities. Tliis is ill marked contrast to his torrid condemnation of
the adulteries of James the ^iecond with Catherine iiedley. Macau-
lay lets us know that it'illiam had an austere, crabbed manner,
when in Ljigland; that he did not do right in granting such immense
estates in England and Ireland to his liutch favorites, that there
is a certain responsibility upon him for massacre of Glencoe.
One who made any pretense of being a historian could not escape
chronicling these things. But so ingeniously does the writer of
The History of England from the Accession of James 11 . introduce
these facts and mix them with noble ciualities of William, such
artistry is here, that .iilliam's general character almost shines
with a brighter splendor, contrasted with those dark patches.
Partisanship is one of the essentials of the great orator.
The intense admiration or the intense aversion of ilacaulay for
systems or for men is another distinctive mark that make his
writings full of oratorical qualities.
Last among the striking individual traits of Macaulay to
(
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wliich we would call attention is his affectionate disposition.
His sensibilities were strongly developed. He felt intense
ly. This accounts to a large extent for his p^^K-isanship. He
could be a fiery hater or an adoring lover. It seems strange
that one with the affectionate disposition that was his should
never have married
.
There was a strong strain of dories ticity in his nature.
No hours were happier for him than when he could be with his
nieces and nephews. The stories of their excursions together,
the services he rendered them, the suras of money he spent for
their pleasure and profit, are some of the most delightful that
are to be found in the biographies of literary men.
No brother ever loved his sisters more then he. ',7hcn his
sister Hannah died he was almost prostrated with grief. The
death of the infant daughter of another si&ter during his stay
in India caused him a great sorrow^ like that of the inconsolable
Rachel lamenting for her lost babes.
A suggestion of the affection that dominated the heart of
Macaulay may be had in the last paragraph of his history. He
has just told of the death of iiiilliam the Tliird:
"i/hen his remains were laid out, it was found that he wore
next to his skin a small piece of black silk ribbon. The lords
in xvaiting ordered it to be taken off. It contained a gold ring
and a lock of the hair of Mary." (1)
(1) History. Vol. V. Page Z39
i
1Besides these very personal qualities of Macaulay there are
some more general characteristics to be noted in him. Tlie first
of this class which we would mention is his parliamentary oratory.
He writes in his Mackintosh's History
"The superiority of ivlr.i^'ox to Sir James (Mackintosh) as an
orator is hardly more clear than the superiority of Sir James
to Mr Fox as a historian, i^ir. Fox with a pen in his hand, and
Sir James on his legs in the house of commons, were, we think,
each out of his proper element. Yet we could never read a page
of Mr. Fox's writing, we could never listen for a quarter of an
hour to the speaking of Sir James, without feeling that there
was a constant effort, a tug up hill. Mr. Fox wrote debates.
Sir James Mackintosh spoke essays." (1)
Because Macaulay had the genuine oratorical temperament
his speeches in tlu Uiuse of C imaons are magnificently eloquent.
Tlie members did not feel that he "spoke essays'*. But readers
of his writings feel that he "spoke debates" and delivered great
oratory with his pen. Who can read his descriptions of the battle
of the Boyne or of the battle of La iiogue or of the battle of
Steinkirk without feeling, "Here is real oratory, with its superb
word-painting, its force and fire and vividness and persuasive-
ness?"
(1) Essays. Vol. 111. Page 15.
(
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* )
ir I were to deTine oraiorj'^ I should s\xy tfiat it is making others
see as vou see, feel as you feel, believe as vou believe. should
this be a correct definition, ilacaulay's pages are full of the
s^jirit oC ^ei.ios thenes , of Gicero ajid of ..ebster. ilis pen is as
tiie tongue of a ready speaker.
In a poem of ci -,ht j'-ninc lines oir Ldward J. L. iiulwer Lytton
has pictured the parliamentary oratory of Uacaulay.
"Firu Oil the floor he sets his solid stand,
Hare is his ^^esture, scarcely i,;oves a liand;
Aill and deep-mouthed, as from a cave profound,
Uomes his strong utterance witii one burst of sound."
"ilis style not essay, if you once admit
sjpeech as seiise ^ olcen, essay as sense writ;
Not essay- rather argued ueclamation,
i'repared, 'tis true, i>ut always an oration." (1)
It is simplest truth, and hij;hest praise, to state that Macaulay
was as successful as aii orator as he was as a wriLer. liore than Oiice
wlien in tlie liousc of tJoi.L.ions, he chaiiged votes by his irresistible
elofiuence so Lhat ivhaL at tlie beginning of the sittiiig seemed likely
to be decided one way was finally decided in the opposite.
ifnile a member of tliis legislative body of the liritish Ijapire he
showed himself an arilent champion of de.iocracy as opposed to unjust
(1) history, Volume V. Preface. I a^e 59, follovving.
I
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privilfc^e. Liberty was iiis j^assioa. iliis ex^^lains Iiis auoration
of iiilliam the xhird, his detestation of Jaucs the second. Thererore,
he deiiouiiced ^ >. . _ .^eys and Tyrconiiel so fiercely; therefore lie eu-
lo-^ized iiaupden and iiiilton so fervidly. The three words he hated
most were tyranny, o^jpression, des;)0tism.
Macaulay was a zealous "Hiig, His iiis tory has been called a
kind of »<hig stump speech. This is an exagji^eration
,
certainly.
-But he was a .»hig because he loved liberty. ile did not love
liberty because he was a .iTxig.
In the Jtuarts he saw tyranny personified. In the Parliament,
and particularly in uilliam, he saw liberty ciiaLipioned. Influential
leaders of Parliament had invited uilliam to save KiUgland from the
jtuart oppression. On the flag that flew from the ship on which he
sailed to the Island for that purpose was a iiotto, the laost of which
was, "I will maintain the liberties of i^ngland." Macaulay exults
as lie tells us of this motto. It endears .I'illiam to him unspeak-
ably.
But it was controlled liberty that the great essayist and historian
stood for. he glories in the fact that the iievolution in 168S,
though an uprising of a free people against their cruel oppressor,
followed certain prescribed forms. It is a matter for rejoicing with
him tliat it did not cast off a reverence for law and a regard for
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autiiority. Much as he hated absolute iiionarchy, he uakes it clear tiiat
^
this is preferable to the lawlessness of that liberty, falsely so-
called, which is A^ithout metes and bounds. lie believed in "the per-
fect law of liberty" (1)
So great a devotee of liberty Avas Uacaulay that he was willing
to tolerate the frantic excesses of the French Ilevolution. For he
felt that over that welteRing chaos the spirit of liberty was brood-
ing, and that the hour mustjcoiae when the words, "Let tliere be light"
would be spoken, and order and beauty would be seen.
iioth in his writings and in his speeches he was a strong and enthu-
siastic contender for freedom. oo keenly }ie felt the righteouness
of such contending that his ilis tory and his Essays have tliat ei.iotion-
al content which is essential to true oratory. The forces of freed^om
everywhere are more powerful today because of his espousal of its
cause.
But his emotion was not overdone. Though "his heart was hot with-
in him" as he strove for men or measures, his head he kept cool with
a superb reasoning. Oratory is l0ji,ic on fire. ^uch logic is to be
seen in Macaulay. "While I was musing, the fire burned," declared
I the Psalmist. (2) Uacaulay's literary productions are evidently the
result or careful, systematic meditation. ile had reasoned them out
(1> James l»'do
(ii) Psalm 39:3
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by the best processes of ratiocination, At the saiie time "tiie
fire burned." xN'othing is here that is cold or hard; it has been
heated to sevenfold heat, it has been laelted down in tiie crucible
of his ardent spirit. There is a glowing beauty about it, at
times, like some of i»ante's I'aradise visions.
Though he iaay be following rules of reasoning as closely as he
would do, were he derionstrating a proposition in geometry, he can
eiiliven his work with concrete, interesting, almost amusing exam-
ples. Take tiie passage in the essay on Bacon. (1) He is disciissing
the loj;ic of liacon's inductive metliod. In the midst of the ponder-
ous Latin sentences he adduces the diverging illustration of the
man eating laince pies.
Continuing a discussion of liacon's logic Macaulay still enter-
tains us with t.'ie anecdote about tlie famous judge of a former day
who " was in the habit of jocosely propounding after dinner a theory,
that the cause oL' the prevalence of Jacobinism was the practise of
bearing three names." (-i)
ilacaulay with his concrete, fervent logic furnishes a model for
public speakers wlio seek effective methods of convincing and
(1) LiSsays, 11. PaH,e 385.
(2) Lssays, 11. i'age 387.
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persuadiUg^ their hearers.
These public si)eak:ers, coordinating the heart and ihe head, as
did Uacaulay, are sure of a large popular hearing, as was lie. The
influence of his writings has been immense for many years. In re-
ferring to rilgrii.i' s i'rogress he calls attention to the fact that
this book was immensely popular among the conu.ion people before it
was accepted by "the learned and polite." (1) For once at least,
iie avers, the populace judged rightly in esteeming ilunyan's book
a masterpiece. These tributes to the immortal allegory come to
mind as one thinks of the remarkable popularity of ilacaulay's
writings among the people. I believe that in being enthusiastic
about his ^rorks they are judging correctly, as they did wlien the
tinker's Orearams given to the world.
In spite of detractors, he occupies a foremost rank in litera-
ture, iiis prose, while not perfect, while lacking tlie enchanting
rhythm of ^e^uincy's, tiie laystic music of hawthorne ' s , or the
chaste loveliness of Arnold's, is classic.
In a diligent searcli in periodicals, wliile preparing this thesis,
for article.s having to do with Klacaulay, I was struck by the fact
that comparatively little has been written about him in more recent
magazines. In the latter decades of the nineteenth century his
(1) history, 11. i-ages 170,177. jissays, 1. Page 375.
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works appear to lirve been frequently considered by writers. ^ut
in these later years the articles are comparatively few. This is
possibly due to the recent revolt against all things Victorian.
.ve
look for a revival of his vogue.
Librarians tell us tiiat lately there has been a renewal of
interest in iiore serious reading, that fiction is not as much in
demand as formerly. u'e trust that this chan,^ed in teres t will be
manifested in a renewal of enthusiasm for Alacaul ay .
liis influence has vuidoubtedly been very great in te-iching a
new style. ./ith liis short sentences, v."it?i his antithetical inanjicr,
with his concrete, vivid rhetoric, he lias taught writers (and
speakers) "a more excellent way" by whicli to express themselves.
iVriters of editorials an{l of news owe much to him. lie has
sliown them how to convey their opinions and reports of current
events in such a way as to interest as well as to inform. There
is a raciness about his writings that makes them very full of pro-
fit to those who seek to use words with power and entertainment.
Jo marked has Macaulay's influence been upon the world of periodical
literature that his style has been referred to as "journalese."
»/ill his works endure through the centuries? I believe they
will. Peter Anton states, "A certain glow and imaginative
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enthusiasm runs through his whole prose. It is the eubodiinent
of this enthusiasm in his most casual literary efforts, wiiich
makes papers, written oxily with tlie object of satisfying the re-
quirements of the hour, likely to survive with tlie survival of
our language." (Ij
Macaulay once confessed that he wrote hoping lie would be
read in the year three thousand. In one of his essays he visions
a remotely future time, when the sceptre of world empire shall
have passed away from Lngland, and London will be a ruin as com-
plete as Thebes or iiabylon today. As he ^azes into tiiat distance,
"far as human eye can see," he notes the tourist from New Zealand
standing on a broken arch of London bridge to sketch the pitiful
remains of jt. Paul's Cathedral. As I image that tourist there
in the year "three thousand," I seem to see protruding from his
pocket a liandjj-sized copy of one of Idacaulay's works. It is very
likely that his writings will cease to be read only when the
Englisli language is no more.
Because of his pov/er in the employment of tiiis language he
deserves to be numbered among the immortals. Asi an author and
as an orator he excelled. iiis speeches had a valuable literary
quality; his writings abound in oratorical elements.
.
Lines? of
Bulwer-Lytton in which Macaulay is jjictured have this passage:
(1) Masters of Uistory.
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"Compared, in sliort, with irtiigs, his chosen race,
inhere auongst them shall v:e assign his place?
In that rare gift -few gifts i;iore rare in uen-
The twofold eloquence of voice and pen,
iirougham as speaker had laore stren^^th and sweep;
iiurke, as writer, less liis strength lias proved;
And iiurke , as speaker, less ]iis audience moved, (.j^ i
^^16 transcendent abilities oC Macaulay are suuuiied up in
the lines of the foregoing,
"The twofold eloquence of voice and pen."
It is related that Charles i^'ox, the great Parliamentary-
orator was once told that a certain speech read well, after it
had been given to the world through the medium of tlie printing
press. i''ox said, ""^nen it must have beeji a bad speech." Fox
believed that oratorical fire and persuasiveness were lost if
it w^as sou^lit to transmit these qualities by way of cold type.
But this principle does not hold with the writings of Ma-
caul ay. All through them is Lhe emotional sweep, tiie reasoned
clearness, of masterful eloquence. vivid is iie, so pictorial,
that he has that power, granted to few, of imparting the coloring
(1) ilistory, V. Preface, Page GZ,

and energy of actual life to his pages.
He manifests splendor of diction; the range of his vocabulary
is very great; he can use language powerfully. in some of his
scenic effects lie has not been rivaled. A study of his writings
must be of unusual value to those who desire to be successful on
the platform.
He had the true oratorical style, with its objectives of
producing conviction, persuasion, influencing in some certain way
or the other. Though he is largelj'^ informal iii his discourse,
there are clear cut divisions. .le are never at a loss for our
orientation.
Clearness and specification are liis two outstanding character-
istics, lie loves word-painting; Iiis illustrations' are most happy
and effective, iie lias wonderful skill in introducing anecdotes.
He feels powerfully and expresses himself accordingly. He has
vast powers of eulogy or of invective.
He is a rlietorician in the higher sense of tliat word. His
short sentences, ofteii express/^ as antitheses, add to the interest
and appeal of his writings. He is a master of paragraph structure
and of paragraph sequence. His essays and historical passages
liave a homogeneity that stamps them as real art. He has well
learned to banish the incongruous, at the same time being adept
in intro(hicing relevaiit and fascinating details.
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His personal characteristics added to his success as a writer.
His wonderful memory and hi- vast reading enabled him to draw in-
exhaustibly oji tiie spoils oF all knowledge. ile was the perfection
of self-confidence. lie M'as vehement in his likes and dislikes;
with tiie ardor of an intense nature lie would attack or defend.
He was powerful as a speaker, as well as a writer. He was very
logical in his discourses. He loved liberty; the ivhig party, he
felt, was tiie most consistent exponent of liberty.
Macaulay is a star of tiie first magnitude in tlie literary
heavens. His influence has been ,>otent, and will probably endure.
Oratory is the art of securing desired effects by spoken words
backed by personality. Macaulay achieved this in his writings.
There is a powerful oratorical element in them.
As Arlo iiates declai'^es: "Macaulay' s style is essentially that
of the orator. His rolling and rounded periods, the repetition
whicli makes it easy for the hearer to follow spoken i iscoiirse,
tlie simplicity and directness of statement, the frequent introdvic-^
tion of striking allusions or illustrations which keep the atten-
tion alert, all tliese qualities are essentially oratorical.
The student of style may make an intCL^esLing and profitable
comparison between the orations delivered in i'arliament and what
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may almost be called llie orations of the essays. The inethod is
practically the same in both." (1)
U> Introduction to Uacaulay' s ^n^land in 1685.

1.
Life anrl Letters oT Lord Macaulay, by G-eorge Otto Trevelyan.
In Two Volumes. Aiarper and i^ros. i\e\v' York. 187G. This ivork
i have read t'lrough very carefully.
Lord Macaulay, Lssayist and distorian, by A. u. Gamiing
1882. i»inith Llder and Co., 15 liiaterloo Place, London. I
have also read all of this.
I have read of Uacaulay's ilistory
All of Volumes One and Two.
About five-sixths of Volume Three.
About one -half of Volume Four.
About one-fourth of Volume Five.
I have read of Macaulay's Lssays
Milton.
Comic iJramatists of the Restoration.
Machiavelli.
Lord ilolland.
ijryden
.
iamuel Johnson.
John liampden.
Mirabeau.
iiorace iifalpole.
William Pitt, Earl of Chatham.
Lord Bacon.
a
Cowley and Milton,
Macintosh's iiistory.
Frederick the Great.
Lord (Jlive.
'i»arren liastings.
About one half of the essay on History.
In the years preceding my direct work on this thesis i had
read all of the history three times. And almost every one
of the Essays a number of times.
The edition of tlie History that I have used in the preparation
of this thesis was published in Boston. fhe first four
volLunes were printed by Crosby and Nichols and bear tiie date
of 1862.
Tlie f if til volume is edited by Lady Trevelyan; it was published
by Crosby, Nichols, Lee and Co., and has the date 1861.
The five columns of li.ssays were printed by Carey and Hart,
Philadelphia. The first four volumes have the date 1843. The
fifth has that of 1844.
The following 1 have sketched over:
Article on Macaulay in Library of World's Hest Literature,
edited by Charles Dudley Warner , Volume 16.
"Introduction to "Essays on Men and Hooks, "selected from
tiie n-ariier rtri tings of Lord Macaulay. (Truebner and Co.
,
Ludgate Hill, London. 1880.)
rvl
I
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Introduction to Macaulay's Lssay on Milton. Pages 8 to 4;i.
iiy A. li. .Newcomer, (^cott, Foresinan and Co. Chicago. 1899.)
Hours in a Library. By Leslie ^tepliea. Third series, imith,
Elder and Co., l/aterloo Place, London. 1879.
Introduction to "England in 1685." Arlo Bates. Ginn and
Co. Boston. 1897 and 1905.
Masterpieces of uistory. Peter Anton. Macniven and iVallace,
Edinburgh, Princess ot. ISSO.
Proceedings of t)ie British Academy. Henry Prowde , Oxford
University Press, Amen Corner, E.C., London. 1907-190S.
Article by it. J. Courthope, "Consideration of Macaulay's
Comparison of iJante and Milton."
Introduction to Life of Samuel Johnson. H. G. Buehler;
Longmans, Green and Co., New York. 1897.
Introduction to Essav on Addison, \, P. ii/alker. u. C.
death, Bo<^loii. 1900.
Lord Macaulay; his Life and iiri tings. C. d. Jones, o.
Appleton and Co., New York. 1880.
Lord Macaulay. ^ir it., u. Jebb. Camortdge University Press.
Essaj"^ on ^tyle, by Herbert spencer.
Sketch of the Life and Writings of Thomas Babington.
Macaulay, by ij. Austin Allibone. Preface to tiie Fifth Volume
of the uistory. 1\j4 pages.
c
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BIBLIOGIiAPiiY - (Periodicals.)
"iUaong Macaulay*s liooks /' jupi)lement oC Contemporary iteview,
i>ecember, 1907.
Article on Uacaulay, iJoolvinaii, oepteuber, 1909.
Article on Macaulay, (Education, iiarch 191u,) by Warwick James
Price.
Article on Macaulay, (Living Age, September, 1912) by Cecil
Uhestcrton.
Article on Macaulay, (uial, Oct. loth, 1910.) by "J..V.T."
Article on ilacaulay, Review of F. L,, Montai^ue • s " Introduction
to Macaulay's Critical and distorical Lssays." (N;ition, ivecember
31st, 1903.)
Article on Macaulay, (No. ...inerican ileview, ivecember 1909.) by
iVilliaia II. Thayer.
Article on Macaulay, (Fortni i;htly Review, November, 1909.)
Article on Macaulay, (Living Age, July 4th, 1914.)
Article on Macaulay, (hJducational ileview, July 19ii5)
Article on Macaulay, (Transactions of Modern Language Association,
188o.)
Article on Macaulay, (Forum, pages 80-94; 1894.)
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